
Ex Sexy Style Guide

The first rule: the purpose of language is to communicate. 

The first rule rules. It implies AP, not Chicago. The panda eats shoots and leaves. Orgasms should be serial. 
Commas should not. “I insist on ‘1, 2 or 3’,” he explained. “Never ‘1, 2, or 3’.”

Simple rule: Simple is good. The author banned colons, including semicolons, in the text. (They may be used in 
the front matter.)

Fragments: Generally, correct English is preferred. But I like fragments. Short, punchy fragments. (See the first 
rule. A copy editor would ‘fix’ the opening paragraph of Tale of Two Cities. A really good copy editor wouldn’t 
touch it.)

House rules, this work only: 

Quotations: Direct quotes get double quotes. “Use double quotes,” she said. All else, including quotes 
within quotes, is single-quoted. ‘I see. That helps to communicate,’ she thought.

Single/double quote mark combinations are impossible to read in this font, so punctuation is placed 
between them: “Did you say, ‘between the quotes’?” she asked.  “Yes. ‘Between the quotes’,” he answered.

They call each other Ace, Lou and Max. The narrator calls them Acacia, Louise and Maxine. 

Less obviously, when they think of each other, they think about Ace, Lou and Max.

‘I wonder what Ace would say,’ Louise thought. Acacia had never had a ‘C’ grade.

Women, and their lovers, use words such as ‘tits.’ The narrator says ‘breasts.’ (Beware people speaking to 
themselves: Her tits focused his attention, she thought.)

A measure such as an inch (2.54cm) is given in U. S. (and international) units unless preceded by a similar, 
explained measure. Two inches does not need explaining here. 

If it were the narrator, he would use the subjunctive. “If it was me,” Tom said, “I wouldn’t know what that is.” 
Professors and attorneys say, “all right.” ‘That’s alright by us,’ Louise and Tom think.

Scene specifiers make it easy to get the correct tense. At 7:00 A. M., present continuously, “Herman is making 
eggs Benedict.” At 11:00 A. M., past perfectly, “Herman had made eggs Benedict.” This also makes it easy to get
the tense wrong.

Conjunctions may, for emphasis, start sentences or even paragraphs. But not often. 

Numbers twelve and lower are spelled out. 13 and higher use numerals. Pairs on both sides of the boundary are 
spelled out, if small (ten and fifteen) or given in numerals, if one is large (8 and 8,000). Times are almost never 
spelled out. Two people met at 2:00. Exception: 12:00 is ambiguous, ‘noon’ and ‘midnight’ disambiguate. 

And that’s the end of this style guide!

P. S. ‘Ah!’ he suddenly realized, checking his manuscript. One ‘suddenly’ now permitted every hundred pages. 
“Very nice,” Louise said. Louise uses ‘nice’ generously, but ‘very’ only parsimoniously. The narrator uses both 
parsimoniously. ‘Really’ should not appear outside of quotes. ‘Did I really follow that rule?’ he asked himself. ‘It
was’ is common in speech, rare otherwise.

P. P. S. Maxine’s avoidance of a question is the most obvious of a dozen allusions to Dickens. None are obscure. 
The author indulged himself. Hopefully, none interrupt the narrative. “Do you want that martini with an olive or 
twist?” the bartender might have alluded.


